Introduction
Deep learning methods are based on artificial neural networks (NN) with multiple hidden layers between the input signal and the result (aka "deep networks"). The introduction of 'deep' multilayered artificial neural networks has drastically improved performance for tasks like automatic speech recognition, natural language recognition or computer vision [1] . While the theoretical concepts for deep learning were established in the 1980s to 1990s [2] - [3] , their applicability to real world problems was dependent on potent computer hardware, like graphic cards, or high performance computer clusters that only became available in the 2000s. A strong increase in digitization, and thus massive availability of data and images, also contributed to their success and recent advances have elevat-ed deep learning to surpass human performance in tasks like playing board games [4] or in the classification of images [5] .
The most frequently used network architectures for image recognition are the so-called convolutional neural networks (CNNs). They try to mimic the way the human brain classifies objects into classes based on learned features that are combined in class-specific representations. The CNN learns during training which features need to be extracted from an image to solve the given classification problem (▶Fig. 1). In imaging, the first participation of a CNN in the large scale image classification challenge ImageNet in 2012 was an important milestone, since it dwarfed the performance of all conventional machine learning approaches [6] . After this first breakthrough CNNs have proven their applicability in different use Deep Learning has boosted artificial intelligence over the past 5 years and is seen now as one of the major technological innovation areas, predicted to replace lots of repetitive, but complex tasks of human labor within the next decade. It is also expected to be 'game changing' for research activities in pharma and life sciences, where large sets of similar yet complex data samples are systematically analyzed. Deep learning is currently conquering formerly expert domains especially in areas requiring perception, previously not amenable to standard machine learning. A typical example is the automated analysis of images which are typically produced en-masse in many domains, e. g., in high-content screening or digital pathology. Deep learning enables to create competitive applications in so-far defined core domains of 'human intelligence'. Applications of artificial intelligence have been enabled in recent years by (i) the massive availability of data samples, collected in pharma driven drug programs ( = 'big data') as well as (ii) deep learning algorithmic advancements and (iii) increase in compute power. Such applications are based on software frameworks with specific strengths and weaknesses. Here, we introduce typical applications and underlying frameworks for deep learning with a set of practical criteria for developing production ready solutions in life science and pharma research. Based on our own experience in successfully developing deep learning applications we provide suggestions and a baseline for selecting the most suited frameworks for a future-proof and costeffective development.
cases all over the imaging domain [1] . Also in other commercially important domains such as speech recognition a leap in performance has been achieved by deep learning methods [7] . The evolution of stacked neural networks for machine learning tasks (deep learning) started in academic research, resulting in Theano as first generally available deep learning software framework [8] . However, the recent development in this field is driven by companies like Google, Facebook, Microsoft and NVIDIA. These companies also provide the hardware and respective software packages. A downside of having many contributors is a multitude of different frameworks which can be used to set up a deep learning implementation, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. In addition, frameworks that are suitable for academic research purposes may not well reflect the needs of the pharma industry research process.
Applications in Life-Sciences and Pharmaceutical Research
Deep learning methods showed utility and strong benefits when applied in a large panel of different life science and pharma applications. Three main areas benefit so far the most: Chemo-Informatics, Computational Genomics and Biomedical Imaging [9]- [10] .
Chemo-Informatics
Chemo-Informatics is a vital field of modern pharma research enabling a unique view for understanding of molecular interactions, for finding of lead structures and to enlarge lead series in virtual screening. The goal of virtual screening is the prediction of the binding potential of small molecules to (drug) targets. Thus, virtual screening acts as pre-filter for the selection of molecules to be tested in real world experiments. Especially structure based virtual screening approaches based on deep learning had been successfully applied recently, e. g., to identify ligands of target proteins [11] or for docking-based experiments with over different 40 proteins achieving the best results in a tested panel of 26 algorithms [12] . On a much simpler scale, deep learning approaches also have shown superior performance for secondary structure prediction in peptides [13] .
Quantitative structure-reactivity relationship prediction relates the molecular structure to its chemical properties and biological effects. Deep learning has gained a huge influence in this area, showing better performance than conventional machine learning methods while much less prior knowledge is required for training of predictive models [14] . A very successful application of deep learning with already unmatched performance is quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) predictions, in particular for toxicology where recently a deep learning approach won the computational Tox21 data challenge [15] .
Computational Genomics
Application of deep learning in computational genomics has been reported for gene expression analysis and for structural genomics. One influential application in the field of gene expression analysis had been the use of transcriptomic data to predict the therapeutically relevant regulatory pathways of active compounds from data obtained on many cell lines, outperforming conventional machine learning approaches [16] . Genome-wide gene expression analysis is nowadays cheap per genome, but still costly when performed in parallel on thousands of samples. In silico gene expression inference by deep learning showed highly promising results here [17] and may be on option in closing experimental gaps in large scale studies by inferring missing expression data.
A deep understanding of regulation in biological systems and for identifying causal connections between disease states and their development requires knowledge about epigenetic or direct transcriptional regulation. In both areas deep learning showed already outstanding performance compared to existing computational methods, e. g., for accurate prediction of DNA methylation (CpG coverage) on a single cell methylation [18] or to predict transcription factor binding site motifs of DNA or RNA binding proteins [19] .
Biomedical Imaging
In biomedical imaging, deep learning approaches have been applied successfully to computer vision like cell segmentation and classification in High-Content Screening [20] . Deep learning in general and CNNs in particular are well suited for applications that produce a lot of (image) data, since they require a high number of training data. Thus, in particular for the imaging domain of pharma research the following areas seem to be a perfect fit for deep learning: a. Automated microscopy of cells in high-content screening e. g., during early drug discovery, phenotypic classification in highcontent screening experiments [20] [21] b. Digital histopathology of tissues produced by automated slide scanners e. g., in preclinical safety studies (tox-pathology); cell segmentation of histopathology and microscopy images [22] , classification of tissue in histopathology [23] . c. Behavioral studies of mammals with video recording e. g., in preclinical development [24] . d. Light sheet and lattice light sheet fluorescence microscopy with high temporal and spatial resolution e. g., for toxicity studies in preclinical development CNN approaches have proven the versatility to deal with different types of images/videos and thereby answering different research questions. In all circumstances CNNs are outperforming conventional methods by far and seem to be more robust with regard to e. g., image noise and other types of distortions.
Deep Learning Frameworks: General Considerations
Important breakthroughs in deep learning occurred just in the recent past due to algorithmic and hardware developments producing real world applications which deliver drastically improved performance in object recognition, detection and classification tasks [6, 25] . Access to this technology is therefore relatively easy and is supported by development frameworks which enable software developers to create CNN based solutions without having to understand & implement deep learning hardware specific settings.
All of the frameworks that we consider work on NVIDIA graphic cards and use their programming interfaces: CUDA; the interface for AMD graphic cards, OpenCL is supported in a few frameworks only. A number of frameworks allow to use multiple GPUs on a sin-gle server in parallel, or even distribution of computations between different GPU cluster nodes. Support across different hardware platforms and for specialized file formats like HDF5 [26] can become important in terms of possible scaling effects and for handling of huge data sets which do not fit in a computer RAM.
Deep learning is a fast-moving field and new inventions are being continuously made. All frameworks support the recent convolutional architectures and exhibit quite a similar performance, since they utilize the CUDA / openCL interface for computation. The situation is a bit different when it comes to special network architectures like recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [27] . These special architectures are important for many applications on time-resolved data, an important case in the pharma research context. Finally, the user needs to learn using the respective frameworks: therefore, well-documented tutorials and an increasingly active user base provide additional help and are a valuable asset for the beginners in the field.
Selecting a Deep Learning Framework for an Automated Analysis Application Pharma / Life Sciences Application
Wikipedia lists more than 15 independent framework projects, most of them open source software [28] . Which of those are best suited for imaging applications in pharma settings? In our assessment we focus on the six biggest framework projects which show a sufficiently large user base, a license model without additional cost and industry-ready deployment possibilities.
Criteria for Deep Learning Framework Assessment
There are several software quality models to define software quality from a theoretical point of view including models of the international organization for standardization (ISO) [29] , or models tai-lored for open-source software e. g., the SQO-OSS model [30] . While those criteria are used to evaluate software projects (e. g., for the Linux Kernel), we found them less applicable for selecting a framework to develop deep learning applications. Therefore, we developed our own schema for selecting the best framework covering the requirements listed above: 
Overview of Deep Learning Frameworks
▶ Table 1 shows our selection of the six deep learning frameworks that may be explicitly used for production applications and are evaluated by the criteria that were discussed above.
Theano
Theano is the pioneering deep learning framework, and was established early, in 2008 by the MILA lab at the Université de Montréal [8] . It has a very mature code base with a well-established interface. It continues to be well adopted by the (academic) community and the development is active. The performance is on par with other frameworks [31] , and its underlying structure utilizes a very elegant way of apply complex calculations on datasets (graph approach), which allow similar flexibility to TensorFlow.
Caffe
Caffe is also a mature deep learning framework, established 2013 by the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center at UC Berkeley. It is widely accepted in the academic community, especially in the im- aging domain. Of advantage are the big 'model zoo' with many pre-trained models and multi-platform compliance. However, it lacks state-of the art network architectures like Recurrent Neural Networks RNNs [32] . In addition, the computing speed is not on par with the more modern frameworks [33] .
Neon
Neon is a new framework released at the end of 2015 by Nervana. It is one of the fastest frameworks, performing exceptionally well in imaging applications using CNNs [31, 33] . However, it is not active developed and still lack features that are part of other frameworks. The recent development of dedicated deep learning hardware called the Nervana Engine, sounds promising, but with the acquisition of Nervana by Intel the future development is unclear.
MXnet
MXnet was created in a joint effort of researchers from different universities and is also one of the most performant frameworks. It works very resource-efficiently with a limited GPU and RAM memory, and scales almost linearly with the number of GPUs [34] . 
TensorFlow
TensorFlow is a deep learning framework developed by the Google Brain Team. Since its initial release in November 2015, the framework had a huge impact on the deep learning research community. It is backed by professional development at Google and is thus the most actively developed framework with around 5614 GitHub commits/half year. Cutting-edge features and functionalities are adopted early, e. g., the possibility to use recurrent networks. In addition TensorFlow uses a graph structure similar to Theano and is able to deal with parallelization in multi GPU and cluster setup. This allows easy deployment of software within an organization.
The support model has no option for commercial support, but the public support is strong due to the numerous resources being available, e. g., mailing lists and stackoverflow question boards [35] . In early releases TensorFlow was rather slow, especially for CNN network architectures [32] . This changed with recent releases and the performance is now comparable with other frameworks [33] . An additional argument in favor of TensorFlow is the support of deep learning hardware introduced by Google (tensor processing units -TPUs). When they finally will become available for the consumer market, TensorFlow-based implementations will work directly on the new hardware, allowing for another massive decrease in runtimes (the speedup is massive and supposed to be 15-30x [36] ). These TPUs were used recently e. g., as infrastructure for the AlphaGo network that defeated the GO champions Fan Hui and Lee Sedol [4] . The six most relevant networks are rated according the criteria as explained in the text above. Wrappers provide a high level interface to the frameworks. Activity of development is measured by GitHub commits and forks: A GitHub commit is a change in the software that the active developers make and indicates the activity of development. A GitHub fork is a copy of the framework repository and is an indication of the popularity of the software through the community.
DeepLearning4j
DeepLearning4j (DL4J) is a recent framework established mid-2015. It is developed by Skymind, a San Francisco-based startup, and released as open-source under Apache 2.0 license (commercial support available). Two features of this framework are of specific interest: the Java programming language and the built-in cluster support. Java allows development of easily deployable software applications, is well adopted in the professional software developer community, and supported by many development tools (IDEs). The intrinsic cluster support enables running on a Hadoop/Spark architecture. Hadoop is a framework that allows distributed storage and distributed processing of large data sets on computer clusters. Such clusters can consist of commodity hardware to get computing resources at low costs, and Spark uses this Hadoop infrastructure to do in-memory calculations on very large datasets [37] . This computing architecture is typical for so-called "Big-data" computing, e. g., for real-time analytics in domains where scalability is a key asset. Hadoop/Spark are also part of numerous cloud solutions where access to such infrastructures is fast and unproblematic (e. g., Amazon AWS EMR). Despite these advantages, DL4j is not the best-performing solution, as measured on single CPU environments [38] , which drawback partially can be compensated when using multi GPU/CPU instances.
Wrappers for High-Level access to Framework Functionality
A wrapper provides a high-level (and therefore often easier) access to functionality of software systems / frameworks. Wrappers are available for a few deep learning frameworks, enabling quick and easy access to functionality that is otherwise hard to access. The development of applications -for example the training of neural networks -requires writing large amounts of program code for simple, but repeated tasks. This is the main reason for using the highlevel wrappers, which permit an abstract, controlled access to repeated program functions without the need of 'reinventing the wheel'. Lasagne [39] has become such a high-level lightweight framework for Theano, yet it also enables low-level Theano commands. For TensorFlow, the situation is quite diverse and also changing. There are multiple wrappers on top of TensorFlow, e. g., TFlearn. It provides a number of useful high-level features such as training data augmentation, dropout and batch normalization, and handling of hdf5 files. Both, Lasagne as well as TFlearn are community-driven third party projects that support specific build versions of the underlying frameworks only. Early 2017, Google announced to include Keras [40] with TensorFlow's core to overcome those 'synchronization' issues. Keras also remains compatible with Theano and allows mixing low-and high-level code in each framework.
Summary
In this article we gave an overview and introduction of deep learning and frameworks that are currently available in the public domain. The criteria that we apply reflect the needs from agile software development, and are based on our own experience in devel-oping applications during the last four years. The baseline of our comparison is the need to react fast to changed requirements and to cope with a rapid algorithmic and intellectual turnover rate in this quickly moving field. A fast adoption of new research into software frameworks is a key asset as discussed in this article. The four key factors for a successful enablement of deep learning are a) the ease of use of such frameworks, b) the availability of stable implementations for the 'cutting-edge' algorithmic advancements in this field, c) the flexibility and possible scaling effects on different hardware architectures and d) the support available.
Given these criteria, we decided to adopt TensorFlow and its family of high-level wrappers (Keras, TFlearn), for developing deep learning applications including de-novo network design. Other frameworks, especially MXNet, might become strong alternatives in the future, especially when dedicated hardware solutions become available. However, all analyzed frameworks have their own strengths, like the easiness in switching between network models (Caffe) or specific programming language support (DeepLeaarn-ing4J). Finally, it is advisable to continue observing the field closely, since it develops rapidly adopting algorithms and new hardware to speed up computations. This will lead eventually to new use cases and applications which are even not foreseen as of today.
